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If, on the other hand, you're depressed, lethargic and have trouble getting out of bed, Prozac may make more sense.
April 1, http: Please read carefully the Google Answers Terms of Service. Karakow's work in laymen's terms! PLMD
was found; no apnea. Their nature is usually nightmarish, but not in the sense that I am scared, more in the sense that
they are vibrant and on the bizarre side. You may dream that you are running or moving, but your muscles are still. In an
expanded case-series design, we compared the effects of bupropion SR, after about 10 weeks of treatment, on measures
of PLMD, depression, and sleep in 5 depressed Research Diagnostic Criteria patients who also met criteria for having
pretreatment PLMD. Sincerely, umiat Search Strategy relevant terms on Pubmed database prozac and vivid dreams
wellbutrin AND vivid dreams image therapy for nightmares cognitive therapy for nightmares relaxation therapy for
nightmares. Finally, I have provided some references for therapeutic treatment for nightmares in case you would like to
pursue that path, which could be extremely helpful. As noted above, I would speak with your physician about the
possible effects your medications are having on sleep behavior, and nightmares, specifically. There is definitely
evidence that many SSRI's include vivid dreaming both as a side-effect, and as a result of withdrawal. However, a recent
study found that f patients discontinued their SSRI treatment because of adverse effects such as dizziness, lethargy,
nausea, vivid dreams, paresthesia, lowered mood and irritability Antonuccio et al. The effect of fluoxetine, a potent and
specific serotonin reuptake inhibitor, on NREM eye movements is postulated to derive from potentiation of serotonergic
neurons that inhibit brainstem "omnipause neurons", which, in turn, inhibit saccadic eye movements, thus resulting in
disinhibited release of saccades. These groups had similar mean ages The fluoxetine group experienced a lower-average
sleep efficiency index (SEI) and significantly more eye movements and arousals during non-REM sleep than the control
group. Eye movement and arousal counts were significantly correlated. In addition, clinically significant periodic limb
movement disorder (PLMD) was. Pharmacologically induced/exacerbated restless legs syndrome (RLS), periodic limb
movements in sleep (PLMS), and REM behavior disorder/REM sleep for drug induced RLS are for the following drugs:
escitalopram; fluoxetine; L-dopa/carbidopa and pergolide; L-thyroxine; mianserin; mirtazapine; olanzapine; and
?Abstract ?METHODS ?RESULTS ?DISCUSSION. Could Prozac cause Periodic limb movement disorder? We studied
Prozac users who have side effects from FDA and eHealthme. Among them, have Periodic limb movement disorder. See
what we found. Multiple reports now document the occurrence of RLS, as well as the related problem periodic limb
movement disorder (PLMD), during childhood and adolescence. PLMS are not specific to RLS; the can be induced or
aggravated by certain medications, particularly SSRI-type antidepressants such as Fluoxetine (Prozac). Sep 25, Fluoxetine is an SSRI (selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor). It does its job of keeping my mood stable better than any
medication I have been on previously. Unfortunately, an uncommon side effect of SSRIs can be PLMD. In the case of
people like me who already suffer from PLMD, it can make the. Dr. Naiman noted that PLMD can be exacerbated by
caffeine, alcohol, nicotine, and heavy evening meals and advised avoiding all of these potential triggers. The use of
tricyclic and SSRI antidepressants such as Prozac also seems to worsen PLMD; if your husband is taking any of those
medications, talk to his physician. Jan 24, - Reduced or nil Stage 4 sleep is a side effect of all SSRI's. movements and
arousals during non-REM sleep than the control group. Eye movement and arousal counts vere significantly correlated.
In addition, clinically significant periodic limb movement disorder (PLMD) was observed in. 44% of the
fluoxetine-treated group versus none of the control group. We conclude that a higher. fluoxetine.
Neuropsychopharmacology ,. ) (C) American College of. Neuropsychopharmacology. Published by Elsevier. Science
Inc. KEY WORDS: Depression sive disorders (MDD) have shown that fluoxetine is as- sociated with .. induced periodic
limb movement disorder (PLMD) in. 44% of adults. Sep 17, - Has anyone developed RLS after treatment with SSRI's
(Prozac, Paxil, Lexapro) or MAO-I's, or developed RLS after being on an antidepressant for a few. I developed PLMD
(periodic limb movement disorder) in recent years, which was demonstrated in a sleep study. I feel it as I am going to
sleep or if I.
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